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Abstract— The visual basic is one of the most power full tools 

of software development. Software continuously monitors 

the input medicines from the user also the system provides 

and stocks update. In this project we are going to design and 

manage all medical medicines and data on software, the 

software updates with all types of medicine. We use 

microcontroller for locating purpose this kit detect medicine 

in tray. The first important part of project is the software. In 

the software a necessary programming is done, in visual basic 

software we have used c sharp language. Computer opens that 

software and asks for com connection of the hardware to the 

computer After that there is need to connect the hardware that 

mean microcontroller to the computer, to connect the 

microcontroller to the computer, we must muse the max 

RS232 from computer to microcontroller this sends the 

information about location of medicines in shop trays. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today the world’s most forward looking medical agency are 

trying to provide more reliable and accurate service in their 

field, Offerings service to the customers and to the employee 

with all the available choices in their interest. This project 

“wireless medicine locator in medical shop “also step towards 

offering more or less the similar features the system enable 

manage and record the activity whole medical shop of 

multiple facilities. The first important part of project is the 

software. In the software a necessary programming is done, 

in visual basic software we have used c sharp language. 

Computer opens that software and asks for com connection 

of the hardware to the computer. After that there is need to 

connect the hardware that mean microcontroller to the 

computer, to connect the microcontroller to the computer, we 

must the max RS232 from computer to microcontroller this 

sends the information about location of medicines in shop 

trays .The task by microcontroller is performed is receiving 

data from computer and locating the It may be leading many 

different medical shops. Every shop now days trying to 

computerize  its activities to provide better service to its 

customers the aim is to automate its exist manual system by 

the help of computerized system and software fulfilling their 

requirements so that their valuable data/information can be 

stored for a long period with easy accessing and manipulation 

of the same. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Every new technology is developed to overcome some 

problems. And the problems generate a new creativity. Like 

that there are so many problems in our day to day life, which 

can be overcome by new technique. To generate a new 

technique firstly we need to find the problems, and based on 

that we can develop a solution. Our project wireless medicine 

locator in medical shop is also a solution of the problems. The 

problem which is occurred that are basically medical shop 

related problem. Let’s see what the problems are- In large 

medical shop it is very complicated work to find required 

medicine from thousands of section. It is very complicated 

and time consuming process. Due to which so many problems 

can be occurs. The basic problem which is to be overcome is 

time wastage. If the thousands medicine sections are there, it 

will become a complicated task to the employee of medical 

shop; to provide each medicine at a time to customers. Due to 

overload of work, the name of medicines may be confusing. 

So the medicines can be exchanged so it can also create 

problems sometime. If the more time is wasting in medicine 

finding the customer will get irritated. Sometime in hospitals 

there are some emergency cases are their where the every 

second is important for patients life. Sometimes when in 

operation or surgery urgent medicines are required so, in this 

all cases the time is very important factor; and it should be 

considered. If the time is wasted to finding a medicine and 

searching dosage, it may be harmful for patient’s life.   To 

avoid this all problems the automation in the medical shop is 

required. So wireless medicine locator is automation for 

medical shop. And it will overcome the problems related to 

medical shop. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Every problem having a creative solution, which can develop 

a new system. Problems can be overcome or solved. If the 

problems are smartly overcome it will generate some of new 

creative ideas. Our project is good solution of problems 

which are mentioned below. That means the every system can 

be reliable and efficient, if it can manage a proper timing. And 

the main goal of our project is to save time. This project will 

not only save the time but also reduces the efforts of medical 

shopkeeper or employee. 

Before implementing this project the medicines 

were founded by human interfacing. Sometimes it takes so 

much time. But by using wireless medicine locator he can 

find required medicine in very less time. It will also save the 

money because if the less efforts are there so less salesman’s 

are required. So it is economical project. Let’s see how it will 

overcome the problems, if we require a particular medicine 

so we had to enter its name in the software .then the medicine 

locator will locate that of medicine containing section in 

which the particular medicine has kept. If the led is glow on 

the section that means the medicine is kept in this section. in 

this manner we can detect a required medicine from 

thousands verity of medicines. In this way no any costumer 

will get irritated; and the required medicine can be found in 

time at emergency, so it can small helps to save someone’s 

life from danger. The every part of our day to day life is 

automated in today’s world, so our wireless medicine locator 

is an also a automation. This will reduce a workload of 
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employee and also it can save time of shopkeeper and mainly 

the customers. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

A. Component Details 

The main hardware components consist of: 

 Voltage Regulator 7805 

 Microcontroller 89c52 

 USB to TTL Decoder 

 Resistor 

 Capacitor 

 LED 

 Crystal oscillator 

 Zigbee Module CC2500 

B. Block Diagram 

As shown in above fig 4.2.1 it consist of microcontroller IC 

8052, power supply , rest circuit connected to the 

microcontroller as well as crystal oscillator. Fig 1 shows that 

microcontroller is connected to the vb.net software which 

operates in laptop. To convert data from laptop to 

microcontroller compatible language by using USB to TTL 

converter. Here we used USB to TTL converter i.e. Max 232. 

Max 232 perform task as communicator between laptop and 

microcontroller hardware. 

Fig. 4.2.1: Block Diagram of Wireless Medicine Locator in 

Medical Shop 

C. Flowchart 

 
1) Flowchart 

From the previous flow chart fig it describes that computer 

need to connect the particular hardware. After start the block 

shown as detect the hardware on computer connects the 

hardware to one of the port of computer. After successfully 

connection establishment software starts to perform its 

operation. If there is error occurred during connection, there 

is need of checking connection. There may be losing 

connection, corrupted drivers. After successfully connection 

in software it updates list of medicines. Software assigns 

medicines list in alphabetical order. Then enter the name of 

medicine that has to be located or search that particular 

medicine. Then the computer sends the signal to the 

microcontroller through USB TO TTL converter that is 

max232. It converts data from one form to another form that 

can be microcontroller 8051 can be understands. If there does 

not data detected then reset the microcontroller to remove 

collision again sends the signal to the 8051 microcontroller. 

Now detect the input at microcontroller, here 

microcontroller act as locator. Microcontroller locates that 

medicine in particular tray. Where the medicine is placed. 

After that microcontroller goes to again detect input cycle 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & PROCEDURE 

 
Fig. 4.1: Setup of Project 

In order to tray indicate here we connect microcontroller 

hardware to any com port. The computer automatically 

detects the microcontroller hardware for this Purpose we have 

used USB to TTL converter 

After the connection of hardware we define total 

medicines in software. Software makes in visual basic. The 

Microcontroller coded in such a way that any tray indication 

information from computer, microcontroller indicates that 

tray. 

Led indicators are mounted in tray that glows when 

it Signals from microcontroller. The connection between 

microcontroller & led made by I2C cable .There can be 

connected multiple LED’s for multiple trays Fig 7.1shows 

that hardware implementation for this particular project. The 

white fome sections are representing trays. The led are 

mounted on this fome sections. Between laptop and tray there 

is microcontroller control kit. The USB TTL Serial cables are 

a range of USB to serial converter cables which provide 

connectivity between USB and serial UART interfaces. The 

Intel MCS-51 (commonly termed 8051) is an internally 

Harvard architecture, complex instruction set computer 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

A. It Saves Time 

System can easily locate the required medicine by entering its 

name, so it will save the time. That means if we use this 

system in our medical store it will save the time. So customer 

can get medicines in time. 
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B. We Can Increase No of Trays 

By using matrix form we can easily increase no. of trays, also 

we can use demux for increasing no. of trays. If the no. of 

trays increases then we can increase the medicines also, so it 

will provide extra facility. 

C. Low Cost Solution 

This project having a low cost components and low 

processing charges so any small scale medical shop keeper 

can easily access it. 

D. Easy to Use 

This system is easy to use so anyone can use it is does not 

required experienced and trained worker. 

E. Low Maintenance Charges 

After installing this project it is very easy and also low cost 

maintenance. So this system require more maintenance 

charges 

F. High Efficiency 

The system having high efficiency because it saves time and 

also it is low cost solution. 

VII. LIMITATION 

Since there is no other authentication mechanism, if some 

medicines of someone wants medicine he will gets the full 

access. 

The system does not declare, that how much 

medicines are sell and how much medicine are there in a tray. 

VIII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

We can increase more number of trays in shop so we get 

multiple choices of medicine. 

If the size of medical shop is more, than the Zigbee 

can replaced by Wi-Fi module. 

By modifying the software we can search medicine 

and also we can get an information that is how much medicine 

is there in shop. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

As our system is automatically, easy to handle, reduces man 

power, save times. As it will automatic with zero error with 

reliable process. It will be advantage for the medical shops 

and for workers. This system will reduces work of employee. 

Also it is a time saving system so customer will get medicine 

in time. System gives accuracy of medicine, so no exchange 

of medicine will occur 
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